Computer simulation study of the relationship between the profile of excitatory postsynaptic potential and stimulus-correlated motoneuron firing.
This paper shows the results of computer simulation of changes in motoneuron (MN) firing evoked by a repetitively applied synaptic volley that consists of a single excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP). Spike trains produced by the threshold-crossing MN model were analyzed as experimental results. Various output functions were applied for analysis; the most useful was a peristimulus time histogram, a special modification of a raster plot and a peristimulus time frequencygram (PSTF). It has been shown that all functions complement each other in distinguishing between the genuine results evoked by the excitatory volley and the secondary results of the EPSP-evoked synchronization. The EPSP rising edge was best reproduced by the PSTF. However, whereas the EPSP rise time could be estimated quite accurately, especially for high EPSP amplitudes at high MN firing rates, the EPSP amplitude estimate was also influenced by factors unrelated to the synaptic volley, such as the afterhyperpolarization duration of the MN or the amplitude of synaptic noise, which cannot be directly assessed in human experiments. Thus, the attempts to scale any estimate of the EPSP amplitude in millivolts appear to be useless. The decaying phase of the EPSP cannot be reproduced accurately by any of the functions. For the short EPSPs, it is extinguished by the generation of an action potential and a subsequent decrease in the MN excitability. For longer EPSPs, it is inseparable from the secondary effects of synchronization. Thus, the methods aimed at extracting information about long-lasting and complex postsynaptic potentials from stimulus-correlated MN firing, should be refined, and the theoretical considerations checked in computer simulations.